
"Fresh, humorous and on point. Very happy with my purchase. I use it for readings in
combination with the Bright Future Tarot. Awesome clarity! Contemporary deck." Marie-France

We welcome all REBELS, MARGINALS, OUTSIDERS, and even NORMAL folks to enter
the world of “I DON’T CARE”—the pack designed to help us smile, find the fun in life…

and even speak our real and honest truth!

We can all use this pack that will remind us that it’s okay not to care so much about everything,
that it can be very healthy for us to say, “I DON’T CARE!” and turn our focus in a direction that

will lighten us.

You may need a bit more I DON’T CARE if:
o Stress seems to follow you everywhere these days.
o You know you Push Yourself too hard but aren’t sure how to stop.
o Overthinking keeps you from moving forward far more often than you would like.
o You yearn for more Pep, Spontaneity, and Laughter in your everyday life.
o You wish your world could feel Brighter and more Colorful.
o That feeling of Lightness has been missing from your heart and you want it back.
o YOU OFTEN WANT TO THROW YOUR HANDS IN THE AIR AND JUST SHOUT TO THE
WORLD, “I DON’T CARE!”
Then, you should start by caring about yourself first! And that’s what the I DON’T CARE Oracle

deck is for!

Steph Wilder, the creator of the I DON’T CARE Oracle deck, along with Ouassima
Issrae, the artist and many amazing people who participated in manifesting it, is
delighted to offer you this tool to help you to reduce your stress, reclaim some

lightheartedness, and find enjoyment in the NOW.



How to use the
“I Don't Care oracle”

By Steph Wilder

1. Interpretations using colors
You can use colors to interpret a card and add depth to it, here are some examples:

1st example *** Card: "Stop repeating the same thing AGAIN"
If you draw this card, look at the colors and interpret them with your knowledge.
- brown: I need to be more grounded because I repeat the same thing, I am too much in my head, the mind does
not let go!
- Golden rose: the Divine, the sacred in me, I can find the sacred WITHIN me, but not only outside, I stop looking
for it in people with whom I will make the same mistakes again
- Beige, yellow: the light comes on and I see things more clearly so as not to repeat the same scenario

2nd example *** Card: Smile more !! Even more !!!
- Yellow: sun, hot, action. Yes you can be sad, BUT with the "yellow" you can put a smile on your face! Yellow will
motivate you, put you into action!
- Orange: creativity, sensuality and relationships bring a SMILE!
- Brown: stop being in your head! Put your feet on the ground, look at yourself in the mirror and Smile!
- Purple: try Laughter Yoga for 10 minutes and Smile!

3d example *** Card: You are not your emotions
- Blue: wash your face with cool water and put your intention to cleanse negative energies
- Turquoise blue: take a turquoise crystal, feel it and express what you are feeling right now
- Purple: 3rd eye: look beyond your pain, frustration, sadness… what do you feel in this place?

2. Power of the Word
With this deck, you can talk to yourself, YES! It's easy!
You can say out loud what you think with a low voice! So good for the throat chakra: D (a bit of spirituality here
HAHA)
Remember you are ALWAYS great the way you are!

Exercise: Sometimes it is difficult to express to others what you have to say, but it is harmful to keep it for
yourself, because “everything that is not expressed is imprinted” therefore:
- Take an object: a paper, pebble, handkerchief, toothpick…. This object will represent the person to whom you
will have to say things. The brain does not differentiate whether it is the object or the person in front of it. We use
one object per person.
- Say his/her name and what you have to say to him/her,
- When finished, throw the object or burn it ...
Try to say exactly what's on your mind! This energy will flow to the person and maybe he will hear at some point.
here are some examples :
*** Card: Box with the pillow
Say what's on your heart: « you don't deserve me, you don't know what I'm capable of, F *** you, leave me alone,
I don't need your charity,… LOL »

*** Card: Go, get some fresh air
You can talk quietly with yourself. After all, you are alone outside, surrounded by the multiverse! LOL
"Ohhh, I'm a poor person, no one wants to be with me."
“Ohhh, this is so unfair. "
"Ohhhh, why are they so jealous? "

NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOONNNN, STOOOOOOOOOOOP !!!
TRANSMUTATION !! … ..Change …….
-I don't care if you don't believe me !!!
-I don't care if you don't talk to me !!!
-I don't care if I don't wash the dishes !!!

*** Card: Inhale Exhale…
Conversation / meditation / contemplation with yourself
"MMHHH… relax now… the kids aren't here…
MMhhh I appreciate it… you are alone…
…… Calm…
Comfortable…
COMFORTABLE ??? ON THIS HARD SOIL, IMPOSSIBLE!
RHMMPPFF…. Calm….
What am I going to cook next? ...
SILENCE! .....
Ohhhh M *** INHALE, EXHALE, F *** !! "

3. INCLUSION
We have included several beings in this game, and you can communicate with them directly!
Fairy, unicorn, animals, aliens ?… us humans : D

4. If you have a smile on your face now, could you please (I'm polite for once HAHA) support my
oracle to bring more lightness, sweetness, smiles and spontaneity into this world? THANK YOU!
YOU ARE INCREDIBLE F *** Rebels!

Share in IG #idontcareoracle


